It has been proved by Baouendi and Goulaouic that the holomorphic Cauchy problem for a Fuchsian partial differential operator of weight m-m' has a unique solution if its characteristic exponents avoid integers >m-m. In the present paper we consider the singularity of the solution which appears if some of the characteristic exponents take integral values >m-m' §1. Introduction 
the Fuchsian principal part of P.
The characteristic polynomial associated with P is 
(,VP) (Dfa (0, x)=f* (x)
In the present paper we consider (IVP) under the following conditions: 0 CU, 0) = 0 for some integer /i>m -m' and CU, x)&Q for any fixed integer A>m-m', 0 f(t, x) is holomorphic near (t, x) = (0, 0), 0 /oW , . . ., /w-w'-i U) a^ holomorphic near # -0. In fact we can prove a much more precise result. It shall be stated in a formulation involving a quantity /(P), 0</(P) <w, which describes the difference between the operator P and its Fuchsian principal part P m . It is defined by using something like a Newton polygon,
Recall that
By expanding a ; # into a power series in t, it can be written in the form
For each; = 0, 1 ,. . .,m -1, we define a subset N/(P) of (1, 2, . . .} X {m-j} by (/?, m-;') ^N;(P)^=>ajfe+;-( W -W '), ;^U ) ^0 for some j8 withy + |j8|=w.
Obviously Nj(P) is determined by the principal part of P. Let N(P) be the union of N Q (P) , Ni(P) ,. . ., and N m -i(P). Then we see that //(P) is a subset of {1, 2,...}x (l,...,wK
We set J(P) =max{//fc: (fe, /) e,v(P)}.
If N(P) = 0 , then we set /(P) =0. It is obvious that 0</(P) <m. Let kj>l be the smallest k such that (fe, m -;') ^Nj(P). We set &; = °° if JV; (P) = 0 by convention. We have {(*,*); \t\ < C, Some authors have studied Fuchsian Cauchy problems with singular data or with a characteristic exponent which takes a non-generic value: see [4] and [5] , for example. In these papers the singularity of the initial data or the set V (in the present author's notation) are assumed to be a nonsingular hypersurface. Moreover they study the cases where the principal symbol of the operators admit some particular types of factorization, which enables the construction of nice phase functions.
On the other hand, in the present paper the set V can be an arbitrary analytic set of codimension 1 and no condition is imposed on the factorization of the principal symbol. §2o Integral Operators
In this section we follow [2] . Let Q(t, jc, D t , D x } be a Fuchsian operator of order m and of weight 0. Denote by fi r (x) (r=l, 2,...,w) its characteristic exponents and assume that Re ^r(Q) <Q for all r. Then in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin we have RefJ. r (x) <0 for all r.
If
gives the unique holomorphic solution to Q m v -g, where Q m is the Fuchsian principal part of Q. We have another representation of
57r (1) where S m is the group of permutations of {1, 2,...,w}. Its holomorphy is verified by applying the following lemma to Z^eSwSrcd) '" s^'\ m ). By the repeated application of the formula
we see that, if x is sufficiently close to the origin, we have
\(tD t )'H\g\(t.x)\ <
where C' is a positive constant independent of g and (t, x) . In this section we prove Main Theorem in the case w=w'i that is, the operator P is assumed to be of weight 0. In this case the initial condition in (IVP) is null. (x, D x ) . The function CU, x) may vanish on an analytic set containing the origin, but it is assumed not to vanish identically. Hence each u*(x) is uniquely determinded as a meromorphic function whose singular set is included in U V^V^V .
Next assume that Re/! r (0) <fceN for r= 1 , . . ., m. Obviously Q = t~hPt h is an m~th order Fuchsian operator of weight 0. We denote its characteristic exponents by fi r (x) . Then we have (JL r (x) = X r (x) ~h and Rej« r (0) <0 for all r.
Moreover we can prove that N(P) =N(Q} .

Put u 0, x) = ZJto^ W t* + t h v (t, x) . Then we have which is equivalent to the equation
The right hand side, which we denote by g(t,x), is holomorphic in t but singular in x along V. We have only to solve Qv=g under the following conditions:
• RefJL r (x) <0 in a neighborhood of ^^O for r=l, 2,. . .,m,
• there exist a positive constant C g and a positive integer m g such that |#0, x}\<C g /d(x) m < in a neighborhood of (f, x) = (0, 0).
Here the estimate on g" is a consequence of the following lemma, which is proved in a more precise form in Appendix of [1] . The passage from the FDi-formulation to the (D^)
; -formulation poses no problem, because
Our equation Qv=g is equivalent to the following integral equation:
Here // is the integral operator introduced in §2. We are going to solve it by successive approximation. holds in a sufficiently small neighborhood of (t, x) -(0, 0).
We are going to show that there exists a constant C>0 independent of p and (t, x) such that
for |fj<T, #eQ, p>Q. Here T is a sufficiently small positive constant and Q is a sufficiently small neighborhood of x = Q. The case p -0 has already been proved. Assume that (1) 
The remaining part of the proof, in which the inequality {(l+l)/l} l <e is used, is routine.
We come back to the proof of (1). Since where Cj is a positive constant independent of p. Here we have used the Pochhammer symbolIt is easy to see that (wi/? + a + l) m -J (/? + !) w~; is bounded by a positive constant independent of p. Therefore induction proceeds because of Proposition 2, if C is sufficiently large. The proof of (1) is now complete.
Next we will give a more precise estimate than (1). In its proof, the following lemma will be necessary: where C is the characteristic polynomial of pt m~m '. We have reduced the problem to the weight 0 case, which was dealt with in §3.
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